
THE WAR YEARS/ANOTHER VIEW FROM THE BEGINNING 

I remember it quite clear when Cap asked to be in MPC. We were 

hanging out at Bronx Park East and Kass brought him over to introduce 

him to me Colt and a few others. Kass , Colt, and Bom5 were in the 

same class @ JHS127.Anyway my point is the crew was well established 

.So much so that Cap wanted to be down with it. Cap was just like any 

of the other kid at the time that wanted to be down with MPC the 

difference was he was a big dude. Shortly after being in MPC he wanted 

to be accepted so bad with in the inner circle that he made these tags 

of the original members and included himself (below) no harm just fact. 

Again, people have a hard time understanding it but, he may be Cap 

from Style Wars but, to us he was just another person who wanted to 

be in MPC. So when he acted as if the crew didn’t count maybe you can 

understand why I wasn’t having it. 

 



 

 Cap said that the reason he decided to start going over people was 

because Blade and Comet went over us (Colt and Slip) his crew 

members. While I don’t doubt that periodically that happened with 

throw-ups because we did the same  but, I don’t think that’s the reason 

why.1st Blade and Comet were very cool with us ,we Painted with them, 

and they influenced our throw up. The reason I say this is because Cap 

makes it sound like he was sticking up for someone and being loyal. 

And I’m saying that is not the truth, He even had mentioned to Kass 

back then that he was going to just start going over people. Why? 

Because he seen the reaction it got and what better way to get 

recognized or get (fame)?  

He even went over a Slip S which is in Subway art see below in the early 

80’s.so you know loyalty and the family thing was bullshit, it was an 

excuse fabricated by him.  He and others make it sound like it was MPC 

against everyone. And they try to put this spin on it as if they were 



noble warriors, .Now I’m not saying some didn’t feel that way towards 

other crew members and I’m not saying there weren’t rivalries but, it’s 

certainly is not to the extent Cap portraits. Show me anywhere where 

Cap talks about other MPC members or even has explained to people 

How MPC started, who put him in etc. You won’t. Cap was all about Cap 

and the way he enforced that was by recruiting all younger kids when 

we were gone in the crew who wouldn’t question it. Now in putting this 

book together Cap didn’t want to participate for the obvious reasons. 

So I asked other members that came up with him what happened back 

then during his era? And what I got from people like Caban ,Dose, and 

Rad basically wasn’t anything to write about. I asked Des several times 

and received nothing.  

So Basically I was left to think a lot of these stories over the years 

became Myth’s and fables. Now in all fairness to Cap there were other 

writers that didn’t want to participate who spent time with him .They 

might know something different. But, the bottom line is that I couldn’t 

put in what I didn’t receive. If you as a reader are interested in the 

individuals contact us. For those writers who opted to not participate, 

and beg to differ with what is written. Feel free to set the record 

straight. 

1-This is the end of the Colt- Reck car that is in the book burners. I 

cropped it so you can see the Comet throw up .Comet had 2 styles of 

throw ups this was the newer one that I say the M looked like a fist. The 

other was his classic where he starts by doing the E 1st , That is some 

trivia for you. Yes he started his piece with the E 1st. Under the banner 

that says the Ebony Dukes which Smily149 put us down with. Speaking 

of which here is another history fact similar to Shy .We were down MPC 



with the Ebony dukes through Smily149 most people don’t even know 

that, 

You can also see Comets tag on right.  

2-The next car is the end of Rock Colt car where Comet tags Comet 

Blade the kings. My point yes we went over each other but there was 

respect it is not what Cap says about his history of why he went over 

everyone. 

3- And the proof of it all is the next photo which was taken from 

Subway art 25th it’s a Seen and Pjay train the date is 1982.My boy 

caught this and as small as it is, it still was a gem of history. Question? If 

someone professes that the crew he was part of MPC was a 

brotherhood and he started going over people because they went over 

his boys why would he go over the person that started the crew he 

represented? So what is the conclusion? is his story real or Bullshit? You 

decide. 

 



 

 



 



 

This is long after the above, Cap and Min having words,(below) 

Min wrote-Has no fear of MPCUNTS!" 

Cap wrote- Blonde blue eyed nigger! 



 


